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1’390.00
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930.00

↓

1’750.00

✓

1’090.00

NEU

VEO-XTI2L

VEO-XTI2L and VEO-XRI2L are low latency 4K HDMI extenders over IP. Suitable both for creation of
AVoverIP matrixes in multipoint-tomultipoint configurations and for point-to-point extensions up to 120m
via single Cat.5e/6 cable. They also provide optional fiber optic connection for extension of 4K signals
up to 2Km. This over IP solution is widely suitable for all the applications that require low latency video
extension such as real time application or KVM. Along with the HDMI signal, bidirectional RS-232, USB
and large spectrum IR signals can be distributed over the network for a flexible remote control of
sources, displays and third party devices. Additional features like analog and digital audio embedding
and de-embedding, and videowall option make this product a very versatile solution for many
applications. An intuitive user panel with LEDs display allows to select the stream channel just out of the
box, without the need of connecting a PC. The extenders can be power supplied both via PoE or via the
included external PSU. Web browser interface, PC tools and third party control protocol are available for
advanced settings and advanced control.

990.00

↑

VEO-XRI2L

VEO-XTI2L and VEO-XRI2L are low latency 4K HDMI extenders over IP. Suitable both for creation of
AVoverIP matrixes in multipoint-tomultipoint configurations and for point-to-point extensions up to 120m
via single Cat.5e/6 cable. They also provide optional fiber optic connection for extension of 4K signals
up to 2Km. This over IP solution is widely suitable for all the applications that require low latency video
extension such as real time application or KVM. Along with the HDMI signal, bidirectional RS-232, USB
and large spectrum IR signals can be distributed over the network for a flexible remote control of
sources, displays and third party devices. Additional features like analog and digital audio embedding
and de-embedding, and videowall option make this product a very versatile solution for many
applications. An intuitive user panel with LEDs display allows to select the stream channel just out of the
box, without the need of connecting a PC. The extenders can be power supplied both via PoE or via the
included external PSU. Web browser interface, PC tools and third party control protocol are available for
advanced settings and advanced control.

990.00

↑

Presentation Switcher / Matrix

VEO-SWM44

VEO-SWM44 is a compact 4K presentation switcher that includes 2 HDMI 2.0, a USB-C and wireless
input selection via VEOCast to a single HDMI 2.0 output, supporting resolutions up to 4K/60Hz 4:4:4
HDR10 and Dolby Vision. An integrated audio de-embedder provides stereo analogue balanced outputs
on Euroblock connectors. VEO-SWM44 includes 2 USB 3.0 type B and 2 USB 3.0 type A in order to
support soft codec applications and external devices like webcam and KVM kits. Input selection is
available via Auto-switching function, front panel buttons or RS-232. Display control via front panel
buttons through CEC or RS-232. Smart EDID management and HDCP 2.2 support.

VEO-MXH44

Ecler VEO-MXH44 is a 4x4 HDMI Matrix for high dynamic range (HDR) formats. It is HDCP 2.2 and 1.4
compliant and supports 4K/UHD video @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as HDMI signals
with bandwidth up to 18 Gbps. It is the ideal solution for applications requiring 4K/UHD and HDR
sources and displays. VEO-MXH44 includes analogue audio de-embedding feature and EDID
management. The HDMI selection can be manual via frontal panel, or remote via serial commands,
TCP/IP, and IR. The integrated web GUI allows to configure and control the unit in a very user friendly
way.

VEO-SWM45

VEO-SWM45 is a compact 4K presentation switcher and scaler that supports 3 HDMI 2.0 ports, VGA and
a DisplayPort 1.2a sources with HDMI and HDBaseT outputs. An integrated audio matrix allows to embed
5 unbalanced stereo signals and route them independently to the output. Featuring a microphone/line
input, with adjustable ducker and selectable phantom power, audio signals can be mixed with the
source audio and sent to the amplifier through the line-level output. With simple, flexible, integrationfriendly control options (including front panel, built in Web UI, contact closure panels, RS-232, telnet and
IR remote).

Wall- / Desk-Panel (HDbaseT Transmitter)

VEO-XWT44E

VEO-XWT44E is a HDBaseT transmitter in European 2-gang wallplate format. It allows to extend one 4K
video signal up to 40m over a single Cat 5e/6 cable or a FullHD signal up to 70m when connected to
VEO-XRT44. It supports real 4K video signals at 60Hz with 4:4:4 YUV chroma subsampling and HDR 10
with a maximum bandwidth of 18Gbps. With bidirectional PoC feature, the transmitter can be powered
by the receiver and vice versa. VEO-XWT44E includes 2 HDMI 2.0 Inputs and one USB-C Input
selectable via front panel button, automatic switching feature or RS-232. It allows extending IR and a
bidirectional RS-232 signal along with the video signal. A second front panel button can be used to
switch ON/OFF a display via CEC or it can be alternatively programmed by IR learning or RS-232 to send
two RS-232 commands, offering a simple and versatile control option.

Video Over IP
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VEO-XTI1C

VEO-XTI1C and VEO-XRI1C are HDMI over IP Extenders that use the advanced H.264 compression for a
limited network bandwidth use. Suitable both for creation of AVoverIP matrixes in point-to-multipoint
configurations and also for point-topoint extensions up to 120m via single Cat.5e/6 cable. This over IP
solution is widely suitable for installations like hotels, shopping malls, meeting rooms, class rooms,
airports, train and metro stations and all the applications where latency is secondary to bandwidth
occupation. The extenders can be powered both via PoE or via the external power supply included with
the unit.. Along with the HDMI signal, bidirectional RS-232 and large spectrum. IR signals can be
distributed over the network for a flexible remote control of sources and displays. An intuitive user panel
with LEDs display allows to select the stream channel just out of the box, without the need of
connecting a PC. Web browser interface, PC tools and third party control protocol are available for
advanced settings and advanced control.

380.00

↑

VEO-XRI1C

VEO-XTI1C and VEO-XRI1C are HDMI over IP Extenders that use the advanced H.264 compression for a
limited network bandwidth use. Suitable both for creation of AVoverIP matrixes in point-to-multipoint
configurations and also for point-topoint extensions up to 120m via single Cat.5e/6 cable. This over IP
solution is widely suitable for installations like hotels, shopping malls, meeting rooms, class rooms,
airports, train and metro stations and all the applications where latency is secondary to bandwidth
occupation. The extenders can be powered both via PoE or via the external power supply included with
the unit.. Along with the HDMI signal, bidirectional RS-232 and large spectrum. IR signals can be
distributed over the network for a flexible remote control of sources and displays. An intuitive user panel
with LEDs display allows to select the stream channel just out of the box, without the need of
connecting a PC. Web browser interface, PC tools and third party control protocol are available for
advanced settings and advanced control.

280.00

↑

VEO-XTT44

Ecler VEO-XTT44 is a professional HDBaseT Transmitter of High Dynamic Range (HDR) formats for
HDMI 2.0 extension. The extenders support video signal resolution up to 4K/UHD at 60Hz with 4:4:4
chroma sampling and HDMI data rate up to 18Gbps. Upscale fullHD input to 4K. Bidirectional PoH
(Power Over HDBaseT) A 4-pin DIP switch allows managing EDID with multiple and customizable
options. Include audio de-embedding and ARC support, bi-directional IR and RS-232 pass-through. A
video pattern generator is included for testing purposes during the installation.
Dimensions (WxHxD) 140mm × 84mm × 20mm, Weight 275g

440.00

↑

VEO-XRT44

Ecler VEO-XRT44 is a professional HDBaseT Receiver of High Dynamic Range (HDR) formats for HDMI
2.0 extension. The extenders support video signal resolution up to 4K/UHD at 60Hz with 4:4:4 chroma
sampling and HDMI data rate up to 18Gbps. The scaler implemented in the TX allows to upscale fullHD
input to 4K. Bidirectional PoH (Power Over HDBaseT) . A 4-pin DIP switch allows managing EDID with
multiple and customizable options. The extenders include audio de-embedding and ARC support, bidirectional IR and RS-232 pass-through
Dimensions (WxHxD) 140mm × 84mm × 20mm, Weight 290g

440.00

↑

VEO-XPT44

VEO-XPT44 allows to extend one 4K video signal up to 40m over a single Cat 5e/6 cable or a Full HD
signal up to 70m . It supports real 4K video signals at 60Hz with 4:4:4 YUV chroma subsampling and HDR
10 with a maximum bandwidth of 18Gbps. With bidirectional PoH feature, the transmitter can be
powered by the receiver and viceversa. The transmitter includes 1 HDMI link output while the receiver
includes 2 mirrored HDMI outputs for daisy-chain connection. With a very reduced form factor added
features of RS-232 and bidirectional IR, this is the perfect solution for any application where AV and
control extensions are required.

530.00

↑

VEO-XPT24

VEO-XPT24 allows to extend one 4K video signal up to 40m over a single Cat 5e/6 cable or a Full HD
signal up to 70m. It supports 4K video signals with a maximum bandwidth of 10.2Gbps including 3D
formats. The product is HDCP 2.2 compliant and supports CEC control and Power Over HDBaseT: the
receiver can be power supplied by the transmitter over the Cat.5e/6 cable. With the added features of
RS-232 and bidirectional IR, this is the perfect solution for extending a HDMI 1.4 video signal and control
signals.

460.00

↑

VEO-XPS15

VEO-XPS15 allows to extend 1080p video signal up to 50m over a single Cat 6 cable. It supports
480i/480p/720p/1080i/1080p @60Hz resolutions and it includes unidirectional PoC feature: the
receiver is power supplied by the transmitter. The transmitter also includes 1 HDMI link output that is
very useful both for daisy-chaining more transmitters and for connecting local displays. With a very
reduced form factor and unidirectional IR extension from the source to the display, this is a the perfect
cost effective solution where Full HD and IR extensions are required.

180.00

↑

Extenders
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Switcher
4x1 HDMI switcher for high dynamic range (HDR) formats. It is HDCP 2.2 compliant and supports 4K/UHD
video @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as HDMI signals with bandwidth up to 18 Gbps. It is
the ideal solution for applications requiring 4K/UHD and HDR sources and displays. VEO-SWH44
includes audio de-embedding features and audio EDID management. The HDMI selection could be
automatic (sense selection) and manual (frontal panel, remote control or serial commands). The controls
include ARC mute and LED indications of the selected sources and settings.

250.00

✓

VEO-SPH48

1×8 HDMI splitter for high dynamic range (HDR) formats. It is HDCP 2.2/1.4 compliant and supports
4K/UHD video @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as HDMI signals with bandwidth up to 18
Gbps. It is the ideal solution for applications requiring 4K/UHD and HDR sources and displays. It includes
EDID management features, front panel LED indicators for power and signal status.

390.00

✓

VEO-SPH44

1×4 HDMI splitter for high dynamic range (HDR) formats. It is HDCP 2.2/1.4 compliant and supports
4K/UHD video @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as HDMI signals with bandwidth up to 18
Gbps. It is the ideal solution for applications requiring 4K/UHD and HDR sources and displays. It includes
EDID management features, front panel LED indicators for power and signal status.

200.00

✓

VEO-SPH42

1×2 HDMI splitter for high dynamic range (HDR) formats. It is HDCP 2.2/1.4 compliant and supports
4K/UHD video @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as HDMI signals with bandwidth up to 18
Gbps. It is the ideal solution for applications requiring 4K/UHD and HDR sources and displays. It includes
EDID management features, front panel LED indicators for power and signal status.

155.00

✓

VEO-SWH44

Splitters

Audio Tools
VEO-AXS4

The VEO-AXS4 allows to extract audio signals from HDMI signals up to 4K. It provides a stereo analog
output on RCA connectors or a 5.1 digital output on Toslink connector, selectable through the onboard
switch.

155.00

✓

VEO-AXS4P

VEO-AXS4P is a professional HDMI audio extractor that allows to de-embed audio from a HDMI signal,
including audio from 4K sources. VEO-AXS4P provides uncompressed LPCM analogue stereo signal
through RCA and Phoenix balanced output as well as Dolby Digital and DTS multichannel signals
through the coaxial S/PDIF digital output. VEO-AXS4P is HDCP 2.2 and HDMI 2.0 compliant, supporting
data rates up to 18 Gbps and video resolutions up to 4K/60Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sample and HDR
contents.

240.00

NEU

Cables
VEO-CH201

High Speed HDMI 2.0 cable with Ethernet. Length: 1m

10.00

↑

VEO-CH202

High Speed HDMI 2.0 cable with Ethernet. Length: 2m

15.00

↑

VEO-CH205

High Speed HDMI 2.0 cable with Ethernet. Length: 5m

23.00

↑

VEO-CH210

High Speed HDMI 2.0 cable with Ethernet. Length: 10m

60.00

↑
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